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alary negotiations
main deadlocked
alary negotiations between the
iversity Professionals of
ois and the Board of Govrs resumed in Springfield,
out either side reporting any
ess.
hey got started about 1 p.m.
they're still going at it,"
belle Brazelle, BOG spokesan, said Thursday. "They're
going to keep going into a
nt hour and pick up again
rrow."
just heard they're still talkto each other," said Mitch
el, UPI president. "I guess
ss is being made. UPI gave
posal and the BOG gave a
ter proposal."
stern 's UPI members are
g represented by Laurent

Gosselin, Eastern 's union president.
Talks have been on hold since
August 28 because of scheduling
problems. Both sides reported
progress towards a settlement
before talks broke off, but more
compromise would be necessary
to reach an agreement.
Negotiations are centering
around base salary, which the
union would like to see increased.
However, the BOG did not
have any money budgeted for
salary increases this year, so any
raises will have to come from
reallocation, Brazelle said.
UPI represents 1,969 employees at five BOG Universities in
Illinois, 556 of which work at
Eastern. The BOG governs
Eastern, Western, Governors
State, Chicago State and Northeastern.

Flock of Seagulls
ill perform at Stu's
e Grammy Award-winning
band A Flock of Seagulls will
onn at Stu's Thursday night
wing the opening act Dick
'ce who will play at 10 p.m.
Flock of Seagulls first hit the
ic scene in the early 1980s
a self-titled album that include top 10 pop hit "I Ran (So
Away)." A Flock of Seagulls
wed the hit with the top 30
s "Telecommunication" and
e Age Love Song" from the
album.
he group also received a
y for its song "D.N.A." as
st rock instrumental perfore.
·s string of hits spawned two
e top 30 songs from the
p's next album, "Listen,"
ch went gold. The group
d two more albums before
ing up in 1986.
ead singer and songwriter
Score recently put together
new A Flock of Seagulls who

They'll be playing...
stuff from their
album which is coming out next year.
· Dave Svoboda
Stu's
will release a new album next year.
Dave Svoboda, general manager
of Stu's, said although he has never
seen A Flock of Seagulls live, he is
familiar with their greatest hits.
"They'll be playing a lot of their
old stuff and some stuff from their
album which is coming out next
year," he said.
Tickets for the show are $5 and
will be available at the door.
-Staff report

Boys of Indian Summer?
Mark DeGrazia, a sophomore business maj01~ takes advantage of Wednesday's warm weather by playing
catch with friends near Douglas Hall. Although temperatures this week may f eel warmer-than-usual, experts
say the conditions are actually only slightly above normal for this time of yea1: See story page 2.

hamber of Commerce proposes Urbana-Champaign
HAMPAIGN (AP) - The cities of
a and Champaign seem like twins to
who 'd like to combine the two govnts. But some Urbana opponents of a
tly revived merger proposal think
neighbor city may be acting more like ·
ineering big brother.
chairman of the Champaign County
ber of Commerce wants the cities to
· er merging - the third time this centhe issue has arisen.
ainnan Roy Van Buskirk says the two
should think about joining forces to
money, particularly in the face of the
ing revenues available from federal
te governments.

"We 're not saying we should or we
shouldn't (merge)", Van Buskirk said.
"We're just saying maybe it's time people
looked at some of these things."
But even in its early stages, the proposal
is meeting resistance from some Urbana
residents, who fear their town of 36,000
may lose its character if joined with the
larger city of Champaign, which has a population of 63,000.
"We'll be gobbled up by Champaign,"
Tom Licht, co-owner of the Main Street
Eatery in Urbana said. "I want to maintain
our own identity. Urbana's more of a smalltown atmospher.e."
Merger referendums have failed twice

before, in 1953 and in 1980. But the two
contiguous cities have already joined the
same chamber of commerce, a move that
Van Buskirk says ha s saved a lot of
headaches for area businesses.
Champaign Mayor Dannel McCollum,
who recently wrote a graduate paper studying the 1953 merger plan, is a strong supporter of combining the two governments.
The plan would eliminate unnecessary levels of administration in two cities that are
really part of the same physical unit anyway, he said.
"You're going to have to have a police
chief whether you have a city of 35,000 or
a city of 65,000,'' he said. By replacing two

~etger

administrators with one, you have more
people actually doing the work than giving
the orders."
However, Urbana still has its share of
doubters - including Mayor Jeffrey
Markland.
"Nobody has ever proved to me that it
would be good for the city, and nobody
really wants to do the work it would take to
prove that,'' Markland said.
The 1980 merger was rejected by 70
percent of Urbana residents, and Markland
says their opinions haven't changed.
He added that joining forces with
Champaign might save some time in city
planning, but wouldn't cut staff.
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RHA's 'big weekend'-approaches
By JENNIFER KROGH
Staff writer

The Residence Hall Association hopes to finalize its plans
for the upcoming retreat at
Camp New Hope at its Thursday's meeting at 5 p.m. in
Lawson Hall.
The organization has been
making several last minute
arrangements concerning the
minor details of the trip. One
last minute arrangement is
scheduling drivers to transport
members to and from the retreat.
Although drivers have not
been definitely arranged, they
will be announced at the meeting Thursday.
The members have no fee to
pay for the camp. They will,
however, be asked to contribute

$2 - which will be used to pay
drivers for gas.
Also, the group will discuss
the items members need to bring
to the retreat. A list of items will
be distributed to each member.
"The retreat is something that
the RHA executives organize; no
preparation is necessary for the
members ~" said J.T. Silence,
RHA vice president. "As far as
funding, the organization is budgeted to pay for the retreat."
"This is the big weekend, the
date is going to really be exciting," said Rich Ruscitti, RHA
president. "This is the weekend I
strive for all year, it'll be great."
In other business, two officers, secretary and treasurer, will
be voted on and elected at the
meeting. The winners of these
offices will be announced at the

end of the meeting.
Members will also be
assigned to committees and
chairs of these committees will
be announced. Ruscitti said the
chairs were chosen by Silence
and were then approved by the
executive board.
For homecoming, RHA has
just begun working with BACCHUS (Boosting Alcohol
Consciousness Concerning the
Health of University Students).
Ruscitti met with BACCHUS
president Cheryl Boyce on
Wednesday to declare both organizations as a unit and to discuss
committees.
"Our doors, like always, are
welcomed to any new members," Silence said. "Don't feel
it's too late for you to join,
because the more the merrier."

WiSe;,expects we,e.kend warm ,UP.
Seemingly warmer-than-usual weather this week
is really only a few degrees above normal conditions, according to Richard Wise, a professor in
geology and geography.
Tuesday's high of 85 degrees and Wednesday's
high of 84 degrees are not unseasonable compared
to the regular 80-degree weather around the middle
of September.
"It feels hotter because you're getting more sun,"
Wise said. "The air's pretty dry. It's not as humid as

it was in July and August."
Wise predicted similar weather for the rest of the
week and a cooling off period for the weekend.
Thursday will be in the middle to higher 80's
dropping slightly Friday into the middle or lower
80's. There's a good chance for a little rain Friday
night, he added.
It should cool off Saturday and Sunday with temperatures ranging through the 60s and 70s.
- Staff report

Bush pushes tax credits
instead of family leave bill
WASHINGTON(AP)President Bush, faced with the
prospect of vetoing a family
leave bill in the midst of his reelection c~mpaign, to~ay urg(f?•t
Congress instead to give small
businesses -tax.credits t~_]ielp
pro'vide time off· for family
emergencies.
The White House said its
alternative bill would cost
$400 million to $500 million,
but it promised to propose offsetting cuts in other spending.
Rep. Newt Gingrich, R-Ga.,
the House minority whip, said
the Bush administration would
finance its proposal by cutting
doctors' and hospitals' lab fees
and other administrative costs.
Bush, pressed to explain
how he would pay for his proposal, said only, "There's some
$60 billion that OMB (Office
of Management and Budget)
knows about where we can
all ocate to this." A draft bill
relt;a~ed by tll,e ;W~ite: llouse
ind2¢ted th~;9-v.<UTlment
wol!kt provide cridits· Of' up to

o1n~

$20 per day for as many as 60
days of leave in any l-2-month
By JULIE E. RICH
period, or a maximum of
Staff writer
$1,200 per employee. It would
·-9:9verJ~[.~.f. :-¥:_it~,; ($V:~r~.0,~n" . ·.>. The Hispanic Student Union
500 workers.
will meet to discuss upcoming
~ush l!~.Qed family lell'•'.e
HSU~v'"'entsatlp.m.ihursday.J.ri
legislation· in June 1990. He
the Greenup Room of the Martin
did not send Congress an alterLuther King Jr. University Union.
native bill then.
Three new executive officers
But he called the Democrats'
were elected last week and will
pushing a bill forward now
take office at the meeting. The
"very peculiar and highly politnew officers are Melisa Gonzales,
ical." He said their bill has
president; Fidel Rios, vice presi"been timed for politics.,, The
dent and Delia Bazan, treasurer.
House last week gave final
Ernestina Bobe, HSU secretary,
approval to a new family leave
is the only returning exec utive
bill that would require employmember.
Gonzales said one of the topics
ers with more than 50 workers
to be discussed at the meeting is
to allow them to take up to 12
an upcoming Latino conf erence,
weeks of unpaid leave annually
which will be held at Illinois State
to meet medical emergencies in
University Sept. 25.
their families.
She said 10 HSU members will
Rep. Patricia Schroeder, Dattend the conference, representCalif., a chief sponsor, called
ing Eastern.
Bush's alternative "half"Thls is the first time we ever
baked" and said most bus.;-..; .. ·1i~ard. ef~~t~ conference), but I
nesses can afford to offer '· tln:~! '! fuinli it 'ha~"'been going on for a
paid leaves without tax credits.
while," Gonzales said. "It will
discuss Latino student presence
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The Men of Delta Sigma Phi
proudly announce those members
with a G.PA. of 3.0 or above
Steve Andos
Brian Owen
Brain Becker
Matt Phillips
Kevin Fatland
Rick Stark
John Gauel
Jason Steinke
Troy Gibbs
Dave Sullivan
Jim Hardiman
Brian Turyna
Mark Wood
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Ferguson hits issues
with local Democrats
By KAREN MEDINA
Staff writer

EMILY HOYNE/ Staff photographer

ning
urnett and Bill Hargett take advantage of Wednesday afternoon's sunshine by the campus pond.
atures reached into the high BO's with Thursday's temperature expected in the 90's.

A·Win·-apr:fOint";rl9W members
Council on Academic
swill appoint two new
s to the Writing Across
·culum Committee at its 2
eeting Thursday in the
a-Arcola Room of the
Luther King Jr. University

y Doyle, professor in
studies, and Mary Diann
associate professor in
ogy, will be appointed to
mmittee, CAA chair
Shank said.
- J

,.,, ..'f ,

"Two major guiding principles
have became a part of writing
across the curriculum," said
Linda Coleman, chair of the
Writing Across the Curriculum
Committee and director of the
Writing Center. "One, using writing to learn and two, using writing for what is appropriate for
their certain discipline."
Coleman added these two principles have become part of the
new core curriculum in the new
course description.
"All of the C courses have a
writing component," Coleman
said.
-, ... . "";

CAA member Cheryl Hawker
said, "C courses are the new integrated core courses for general
education for the general education component. They replace the
former general education course
offerings and some are totally
new courses."
"The C courses originated in
the study of undergraduate education report which started the
implementation of the integrated
core," Hawker said.
CAA will also set up a tentative schedule for review of the
major, Shank said.
·,

....... , .. ,."' ....

Coles County State's Attorney
candidate Steve Ferguson took a
different approach in giving a
speech to 35 members of University Democrats Wednesday night.
Through a mock trial presentation he attempted to show his
audience why students should
participate in politics.
Ferguson addressed the group
as he would a jury. The verdict he
was asking for was a vote for
him. His arguments for the
desired "verdict" were his educational background, his stand on
the issues of the death penalty,
the juvenile justice system and
date rape cases in the court of
law.
Ferguson, a 30-year resident of
Coles County in Mattoon, is a
graduate of Millikin University in
Decatur, as well as a graduate of
the University of Illinois College
of Law at Champaign.
He mentioned his participation
in the First United Methodist
Church, where he presently
serves as a church administrator
board chairman. He also serves
on the Mattoon Public Library
Board of Trustees and the United
Way Board of Directors.
Ferguson has prac ticed law
before the United States District
Courts for the central and southern district of Illinois and the
United States Court of Appeals
for the 7th Circuit in Chicago.
While guiding the students
through the mock trial, Ferguson
. took .a 1'tand of being in favor of

the death penalty and taking a
stronger stance on the juvenile
justice system.
"I do believe in the death
penalty, and I know it's not the
popular thing to say," he said.
He added when handling a
case he desires feedback from the
jury.
"The jury is the conscience of
the community," Ferguson said.
Ferguson told the group that he
plans to get input from social
agencies as well as other people
in the community for assistance
in helping juveniles.
While addressing his stance on
the issues of his campaign,
Ferguson took questions from the
audience.
Bobby Smith, vice president of
the University Democrats, ·-asked
hirri where he stood on the issue
of date rape.
"Rape is rape, when it comes
to saying no, that should end it,
"Ferguson said. ·
"Investigation is the first step
and I wouldn't be afraid to take
the case to trial. I'm not going to
push allegations under the rug,"
he added.
After the speech, Pat Anderson, president of the University
Democrats announced plans for
the group's homecoming float
and other activities, including the
group 's trip Sept. 25 to Chicago
in honor the Clinton/Gore and
Braun campaign banquet.
Anderson will also meet with
the president of College Republicans to plan a student-to-student
debate on the issues of politics in
the 90s. ·
' · ·
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Editorials represent the opinion
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
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Campus housing
'WOUl<I only

help ~

overall growth
If Eastern truly desires to grow as a university, both financially and by enrollment standards,
a new residence hall needs to be constructed to
accommodate a higher number of students.
Even with this year's increase of only four
students, housing does not seem adequate for
this academic year.
Although the university's residence halls are
at 100 percent occupancy and residence hall
assistants are being forced to share rooms, acting Vice President for Student Affairs Lou
Hencken said, "Eastern has enough on-campus
housing to accommodate the students."
Ironically, the President's
Council set a 1992 popula-

Health·SefVice~ lnore of a Healtfi Circ
Being a transfer student at Eastern I really hadn't had the wonderful experience of utilizing the "professional" Health Service yet - at
least until I got a nasty cold and
swollen glands.
Well, it had been three days
since I had gotten ill when my
friend suggested that I go to the
Student Health Service.
As I walked in, everyone there
seemed somewhat friendly. I was Jennifer
also surprised that the wait wasn't Krogh
long either. At this point I was - - - - - - thinking, so far so good.
A nurse escorted me down the hall into the treatment
room to ask me to explain my problem and to take my
temperature. Several people were in there at the time,
anxiously waiting for the nurse to remove their thermometers. For some reason, one girt in particular caught
my eye, just sitting there with a thermometer in her
mouth.
I got in to see the doctor since I was running a fever of
100 degrees. He then told me not to worry about the
glands because the swelling would go away, but to take
tablets for decongestion, throat lozenges and cough
medicine. I was then sent back to the treatment room
where I saw the same girl sitting down with the same
thermometer in her mouth.
As I was sitting there waiting for the nurse to get my
medication, another nurse took that poor girl's thermometer out and yelled, "Hey doctor, she has no fever,
but can you check her out because she thinks she's pregnant?"
This poor girt turned bright red because several people
heard it, induding me.
Remember the saying, "You never get a second
chance to make a first impression?" Well hello first
impression! I thought that was the rudest, crudest thing
'anyone could do to embarrass someone. How can someone mention to the whole world that she's obviously

been messing around with someone, craving pi
mixed with coffee-flavored ice cream and maybe
gained a few pounds, too.
What kind of "professional" behavior is this? I
see if the nurse announced she had a scratch on her
or something - but pregnant?
There are just certain things that require a bit of
cy while seeing a "professional" doctor. How coul
nurse just blurt something like that out?
If you think it is no big deal and I'm just blow!
situation out of proportion, then put yourself in her
Even if it was a false alarm, would you like several
to think you may be pregnant? I don't think so.
Let's just say the word gets around campus, Ii
know it does. If people passed you they'd point to
and say, "Oh there's the one who ... " Then you
even hear those pleasant words like slut, whore or
as people walk by you. Wouldn't you feel like going
to the Health Service and having it out with the
who started this whole problem in the first place?
For men who think this is real funny because It
never happen to you, suppose our "professional"
friend blared out something to totally embarrass y
"Hey doc, check this guy out because he's got
warts, hemorrhoidal flare up, the possibility of
sterile, and needs an emergency circumcision."
Or better yet, "Hey doc, we think we've loca
problem with his testides, but he needs one exam
to confirm it. Do you have time now?"
Not so funny anymore, huh?
The real funny thing is the pamphlet you r
the Health Service, which discussed confident!
states: "All medical records are property of the
sity Health Service and are confidential. A record
illness will not be divulged to anyone, in or out
university, without written permission from you,
dent."
Excuse me, but isn't that false advertising?
- Jennifer Krogh is a staff writer and guest c.olu
The Daily Eastern News.

Edltodal

, · _ _;;...._ -~~~ :goat..'Of:enrc:>tliflg . a~

·P.t:~~~·11g~.~~d.~~.~~~~~ri~ra~~r·
1ess than!u1~ v,450 ·aamrtted in me ':l':lf' rat . .
semester. Eastern can not afford a move backwards in student size if it truly wants to move
forward as a prestigious university.
The most logical solution to this problem
would be the addition of a new dormitory.
Depending on the size, a new residence hall
complex would add 400 to 900 more on-campus students and increase Eastern' s finances.
Although there is currently a lack of money
due to state appropriations, Eastern must to be
willing to reallocate its funds to reap the benefits of being a growing university in the future.
An obvious location for a new dormitory
would be on the field between Carman Hall
and the Tarble Arts Center. This area would provide easy access to the campus for its residents
and would help Carman Hall and Greek Court
residents have a greater con~Qfl _to campus. .
: ~~rrt~c:f.a!S6~~r p'uidiasing·more
a~'ttfnentS tO provide students with affordable,
university-owned apartments as another way of
expanding the college.
Granted a new residence hall would eventually mean more teachers, more classes and
more facilities, but the fact that Eastern had to
Dear editor:
limit freshman enrollment in the new year
This is in response to letters by
shows that it is only holding back as a school by
Jeanine Smith and Ronald Lewis (The
not attempting to expand its housing facilities Daily Eastern News, Sept. 10). First
to better serve students.
of all, Jamie Riley never criticized the
A new dormitory or more university-owned
movie about Malcolm X. I thought
. apartments would not only allow for the imme- Jamie was criticizing Malcolm X's
beliefs. I also thought Jamie criticized
diate benefits of student growth, but would
the idea of skipping school to see
allow for steady student and financial growth the movie when you can go see the
for years to come.
movie the night it comes out.

Two 'Your turn'
writers lacking
common sense

1118~5 ~------------.

II
11111

· · · Not a having and resting,
·• ·• but a growing and becoming
"""""""""""""""'_n is the character of perfection as culture perceives it.
Matthew Arnold

Jeanine, in your letter you use the
word "we," a lot. You make it sound
like you are speaking for your whole
race. One person cannot truly speak
for their whole race. Jeanine, you
asked Jamie Riley who she has to
look up to in society, apparently you
have Malcolm X the great. Well, I
can only speak for two of my best
friends and myself and my friends
and I don't need anybody special to
lookup to.

Ronald, how is it that you come
up with the comparison of Malcolm
X and Elvis Presley? Talk about an
odd couple. Last, but not least
Ronald, I don't see any reason why
the black American's should receive
free land from the United States of
America.
Theo Beutler

Jorns the wrong
choice as next
Eastern president
Dear editor:
The statements of presidential
candidate David Jorns (which were
cited in The Daily Eastern News'
Sept. 14 endorsement of him) indicate to me that he would not be the
best choice for president. The most
disturbing aspect to me is his
extreme commodification of education - the idea that education is
something that the university "sells"
to the student - which he repeated
in several statements.
He says, "If this institution declines

the diploma is worth less, If
tution does better, the di
worth more." When one
university, they have a
knowledge and ways of
which, it is hoped, will
more complete human bel
can what happens to the
in the future, after you have
sibly affect what you have
here? He is defining the
education as the dollar val
This is not a trade sc
university, which attemp
vide a liberal, well-round
tion, as evidenced by the
education requirements
course we hope to provide
with marketable skills, b
money should not be the
pose of life, or education.
Regarding Jorns' adv
recruitment of minoritl
something that nearly
claims to support, but
be done more effectively
dent who is herself a m
minority group.

-----ly Eastern~ews
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'Fly's' the 'World'
Story by Mike Anschuetz

•

Photos by Kevin Kilhoffer
be viewed on the large Zoo T.V.
World Concert Tour rolled
Zoo T. V. is a major part of
the Chicago area Tuesday the two-hour show with the
t greeted by an enthusiastic help of two. st.ages complete
ut crowd of' more _than with 80 speakers and four giant
0 screaming fans ' at World TV screens.
'c Theatre in Tinley Park.
Some of the pyrotechniques
e band treated the college- - fire , smoke, and an old glitcrowd to almost two hours tering car which hung from the
ure, premium sound. U2 middle of the stage and a multied songs from virtually tude of colored lights - guided
album with a heavy con- the audience from band memfrom
The ber to band member. High techtrati on
rgettable Fire, The Joshua nology tools allowed the band
, Rattle and Hum and to show their artistic impresung Baby . The more popu- sions to the awe of the crowd;
ngs of the concert seemed which gained steam as the cone "Angel of Harlem," cert went on.
day Bloody Sunday" and
U2's ability to express their
the Ben E. King classic talents by instrumental solos
d By Me."
was fair but their true talents
uch like l 987 ' s Th e shined in their theatrical stage
ua Tree tour which was show. The concert was w.ell .
red on the coo.te'rt <liecn---... polished and made politica1 :
ry Rattle qnd 1./JJ!m'. pr~e...a" •pgtnts through the song "Pridet · \
ns are being made for a · (In the Name of Love).
·
ar effort with the Zoo T.V.
During this song Bono
paused while a video of Martin
e entire show was a well Luther King's "I Have a
uted production from Dream" speech was flashed
'ng to close with the use of across the giant screen.
rous cameras which could

Top: U2's lead singer Bono receives the adoration of fans at Chicagoland's World Music Theatre Tuesday
night.
Bottom left: Bono the fly - wide awake in America.
Bottom right: Bass player Adam Clayton strikes a Michelangelo god-like pose before a host of crowd and
cameras.
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Gerber gains third_Senate position
BySUSAN KIEL
Student government editor

Student Body President Brian
Riordan announced his appointment for the Student Government
representative to Charleston's
City Council.
Riordan appointed Brett Gerber, former senate chief of staff to
the position.
"I made this appointment based
on four criteria," Riordan said.
"Those criteria were: campus
knowledge, community relations,
the ability to show professionalism, and campus connections."
Senate also approved the last of
the appointments to boards and
councils. Executive Vice President Amy Jobin said all appoint-

t

t

get at the meeting. Financial Vice
President Ron Carmona informed
the senate that he placed the senate budget "on ice" until he can
"iron out" the problems.
"Right now there is no system
to regulate the money that passes
through the channels of Student
Senate," Carmona said.
American Red Cross representative, Jeff Waldoff asked the senate for monetary support of the
Red Cross Blood Drive on Sept.
28.
Because of its budget freeze,
senate was not able to make a
decision at Wednesday's meeting.
"The Red Cross is a great organization, and I think it should be
one of out; top priorities," said
senate member Bobby Smith said

ments will be posted on Friday.
Speaker of the Senate Luke
Neumann announced petitions for
open senate positions are currently being accepted and reviewed.
"We have at this time at least
six vacant senate seats," Neumann said. "Four applications
have been turned in already and at
least 10 are still out. I have been
reviewing the applications, and it
looks like we're going to have a
very good pool of people trying to
get on senate this year."
Senate approved the resignation of another member, Nikki
Harmon, at the meeting. Neumann told the group she informed
him on Tuesday of her resignation.
Senate also discussed its bud-

Now Open!

Abortions
resume at Cook
County hospital
CHICAGO (AP) - Elective
abortions resumed Wednesday
at Cook County Hospital for the
first time in 12 years as abortion
opponents and pro-choice activists demonstrated outside the
county's largest public hospital.
"The procedures have resumed," said Pam Smith,
spokeswoman for Cook County
Board President Richard Phelan
said.
"It's right for me because I
have no other alternative. Having the baby - for me - is not an
alternative right now," said one
woman scheduled for an abor.,, · . ~Jon Wednesday evening. Her

\

\

-Gour-met pizzas lor any,-,bi.Jdget
''H)'
~·s

: ··-c6ltiriienis ·~ete· 'bfo-ll.dtitst orr

348

I

4 ·5 '4 '

;~· )aqaJ4:~}{,;vis~ . hei: identit.y ..w~ .
'• .,,• • ,lr,'[I[
. " ' 'kept confidential.
Earlier Wednesday, a Cook
215 Lincoln • Charleston
County Circuit court rejected a
lawsuit by opponents seeking to
block abortions. Judge Albert
Green ruled the 18 plaintiffs did
not have legal standing to
request the order.
Abortion opponents said the
:r---------------------------------------------------------Specialty pizza
· w·
fight would continue in the
of your choice
courts and on the streets.
: Small $7.24; Medium $9.99; Large $12.74
"They're going to be murdering 30 people every week.
EMILY HOYNE/ Staff Photographer
348-5454
Fast Free D
Those are the victims of this
r---------------------------------------------------------war. We 're going to do whatever
we can to save them," said
Alex Cole loudly entatain' a crowd of mme than 100
Joseph Scheidler, executive
Eastern
students
and community members Wednesday night at the
:
\
_ , and four;.drinks· .for :onl,y~ $-1!2.99 plu
director of one of the lawsuit's
located in the basement of the Martin. Luth<:r King Jr:'
f=ast ·Pree;Delivefry .b'-1'', .~· ',, ' 348'-5454 '
plaintiffs, the Pro-Life Action Rathskeller
University Union.
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BRIGHTON
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B pm Sept 16-19,
23::.25
2 pm Sept 20-27
in the studio
Doudna Fine Arts Center

Adults $6
Senior Citizens $5
Children $5
EIU Students $3
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*Informal Kush

*Informal Kush*

for rides &. info call
345-6881
348-1742

509 Lincoln
7:00 p.m.

a FlOCR OF
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WITH SPECIAL GUEST FROM CHAMPAIGN

. dick justice
THURSDAY, SEPT. 1 7
GENERAL ADMISSION

(MUST BE 19 YEARS OLD TO ENTER) _

Call (217) 581-3110
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Hillary's
Hopes
A conversation with the outspoken,

controversial First Lady in-waiting.

Story by Chris Sundheim • Photos by J.A. Winders
URBANA - To listen to make her contribution to the
illary Clinton, wife of country," Clinton said.
"I think about it in terms of
mocratic presidential nomiBill Clinton, may be to listen what is the right way for me to
o the first of an upcoming try to be contributing to the
reed. She is a woman who country. And I would like to be a
ts careful change in the next voice for children in the White
ite House and promises to House.
ring much of her own even
"It's not only something I've
fore Inauguration Day.
thought about for 20 years, but
•ff the--Sembcl'ftt.S take 'tHi~-the J3robl~ms ~hat7e gotteh so
all's ele'btion, "'Barbara -Bush rm.Jch wd'n>e. I don't think about
y be the last of the traditional it in a project way, that's why
1rst Ladies. A usually discreet I've described it in a more comd always supportive figure, prehensive fashion. I think we
ush gives her husband little have to look at our problems as
re than a touch of humanism a set of issues."
mass media can rarely show.
Speaking on conflict between
Hillary Clinton promises to traditional and new minorities,
tter that antiquated role with Clinton drew parallels between
fervor and definition Capitol the national economy and
ill hasn't seen from a First minority tension, claiming a
in decades; her's is hardly symbiotic relationship few in
new profile, only one that upper-class political circles have
erits renewed attention as ever touched.
"There could be (new and
lose to Washington as her
· ts have come.
serious conflict) if we have a
Whether her husband wins shrinking economy instead of a
e night of Nov. 3 is only a growing one. Whenever jobs
ion of.depth -:... how far will become sc~rce p_eople get
go and can she stay there? scared. The best hope for makhe change she has already ing sure people live together
rought is sure to influence well and support each other is
re tickets and political for- to have an economy that proula writing.
vides opportunity for everyone
The Clinton group is preach- who's here.
"When Bill talks about the
g accountability and Hillary
pears able to deal well with it. economy he's not just talking
he admits however the test about raising incomes, he's talk. come n~xt year, if ~t all, and ing about securing the political
ls on young people to force base of this country. In a pluralistic, diverse society like ours
Greeting central Illinois col- where people come from differnewspaper reporters with a ent backgrounds we've always
'red smile after speaking to a kept our country together by
owd of 10, 000 at a voter reg- ideals and by a commitment to
ration drive last week at the progress and by expanding
niversity of Illinois, Clinton opportunity.
"If you begin to pull some of
shared her thoughts on a variety
of national issues in a roundtable those building blocks out, if you
setting for more than 40 min- begin to make people cynical, if
you don't have real opportunity
utes.
Clinton's agenda for the First available, there can be a resurLady post include children's gence of all kinds of insecurities
issues near the top of a model and fears. The economy is not
she doesn't like to see molded only the number one issue in
terms of money in your pocket,
for her.
"I don't think there should be it's essential to the stability of
any stereotyped role or expecta- the country."
A question about traditional
tion because each of the women
who have been in that position and family values in the GOP
have tried to do what was right platform forming much of that
for herself and her family and party's political ammunition,

prompted Clinton to ask the
whole range.of related questions
be excluded from the race.
"I think it's important to take
the whole values issue out of the
political arena where it's being
used as a punching bag," she
said. "We need to say that parents who don't support their
children need to be made to
support their children. That's a
value that there shouldn't be any
disagreement about.
"What happened in 1988, is
that the election was decided on
30-second negative television
advertising so the American
people didn't create any kind of
a mandate for change. So the
people's votes didn't translate
into action."
Clinton speculated on the
mass media's election role in
response to whether they have
become a third party or third
candidate. Keeping a race centered on genuine issues, she
said, is a challenge they should
meet soon.
"The Republican negative
campaign artists don't believe
that the media can let an election be about issues because
they so easily diverted. Maybe
now more than ever, the media
need to rethink their role in a
democracy. The view of the free
press that Thomas Jefferson
had assumed a level. of literacy
and knowledge about the issues
that the press would really serve
as a kind of moderator and have
some ability to help the peop!e
~

..

.

figure out what is true and what
isn't.
"The media needs to start
thinking about how it can better
describe and explain issues
because we desperately need
that. We're being loaded with
information the average citizen
can't make sense out of there's just too much."
Clinton elaborated on vice
presidential candidate Tennessee
Sen. Al Gore and his environ- mental activism, especially with
thought to President Bush 's
refusal for sweeping change at
the United Nations Earth
Summit in Brazil last summer.
"He (Gore) mostly was sad
that our country was not a leader. Because he believes that it
was a great opportunity to
merge economic development
with environmental protection.
"If, for example, the president had been willing to recognize the obvious environmental
challenges we face, and to say
'yeah they' re challenges and
here's how America's going to
meet them,' we could be at the
forefront instead of dragging our
feet. Al takes this very seriously.
He thinks we just missed an
opportunity to educate our people."
Facing the last seven weeks
before Election Day, Clinton
reflected on her long campaign
tours and ultimately the year she
will have spent dedicated to her
husband's bid.
"It's been an amazing_y~ar.
.

~

..

Bill announced on Oct. 3 in
Little Rock. Right after he
announced somebody said, 'you
know President Bush at 70 percent in the polls, the Democrats
aren't going to win. Why are
you doing this?' He said,
'Because I really thiDk the country needs to change.' They said,
'Well what if you lose?' He said,
'Well maybe I'll make Bush a
better president.
"His attitude has always been
we have serious problems and
we're jUst kidding ourselves. It's
like the Emperor Wears No
Clothes, nobody wants to talk
about it."
She likened he r experience
on the current campaign trail to
her early work in Washington in
the midst of the Watergate
years.
"I had an experience about
20 years ago like this. I was on
the impeachment staff and so
for eight or nine months I was
intensely involved in the investigation of President Nixon and
the others who were involved in
Watergate. It was a draining,
very demanding experience, but
at the end of it I felt really good
about the country.
"I thought President Nixon
made the right decision to resign
for the country. I thought the
way the Constitution worked
was wonderful afid I sort of feel
the same way thi; year.
"I believe my· husband will
win because I believe he's on the
_rjgi}t side of_hi?tory."
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Scholar

Cole's performance
Alcott lecture to be presented a smashing success
By ELIZABETH RAICHLE
Activities editor

A scholar of the Phi Beta
Kappa Alumni Association of
East Central Illinois will present
a lecture on the topic "The
Masks of Louisa May Alcott" at
7:30 p.m. Thursday in Coleman
Auditorium.
Daniel Shea is a professor of
English at Washington University in St. Louis. Shea is currently studying the works of author
Louisa May Alcott who is most
famous for her book "Little
Women." His studies will be
used as part of his research project.
Shea: will come to Eastern on
behalf of Phi Beta Kappa
Alumni 's mission to bring distinguished speakers to area colleges.
"Shea shares the Phi Beta
Kappa goal of making lifelong
scholars available," Frank
McCormick, professor of

Daniel Shea
English said.
Thursday's lecturer is known
as an engaging public speaker
who is perhaps best recognized
for his book "Spiritual Autobiography in Early AmP.rica."
"Shea is probably one of the
most respected scholars we've

had in the past 10 years,"
McCormick said. "I would characterize him as lively; the audience will be happy by renewing
a reaquaintance with the author."
The theme of this evening's
discussion, "The Masks of
Louisa May Alcott," refers to
her gothic literature which she
wrote anonymously at the beginning of her writing career.
"'Little Women' is a book that
next to everybody has read. It is
a good choice for a talk that
would appeal to students, faculty
and the people of Charleston,"
McCormick said.
"Louisa May's stories which
she wrote before 'Little Women'
are sometimes considered
thrillers, gothic and suspenseful,"
McCormick
said.
"(Publishers) noticed that she
was talented and asked her to
use her real name in future novels."
The lecture is free of charge
and open to the public.

By ELIZABETH RAICHLE

Activities editor

"This Place Is A Joke" was the
theme of Wednesday night's
comedy performance starring
Alex Cole, the third comedian
sponsored by the University
Board.
Cole - who performed in the
Rathkeller and has been compared to Bill Cosby - had the
audience rolling in their seats
with his story-telling humor.
"Bill Cosby definitely had a
heavy influence on me," Cole
said. "To be on TV shows like
'The Tonight Show,' a (comedian) would have to tell six jokes a
minute. I'm not like that. I'm a
story-teller."
Cole's tales included how
McDonalds brainwashes children
by using its Happy Meals, how
kids have the uncanny ability of
radar hearing and a story about
Wayne, the psycho dad from
Hell.
"Almost all of my stories are
based on personal experience,"

Cole said. "Wayne's son even
came to see one of my shows and
never even (realized). that his dad
was really that bad."
Cole was able to express his
musical talents with guitar playing and singing.
"Usually I only play the guitar
in night club shows, so it was
really great when I found out that
they had all this equipment that I
could hook it up to," Cole said. "I
used to be in a band a long time
ago. I would tell jokes between
songs and the other members o
the band said, 'you should be a
comic.'"
Some of his hits included a
reggae version of "The Bever!
Hillbillies" and a blues rendition
of "The Flintstones." He eve
performed a song which he
about a guy who got so drunk,
ended up with a name tattooed
his arm.
Student!; who went to the s
also gave Cble a •thumbs up·
formance. "Alex Cole put on
top-notch comedy performan
freshman Rosa Perez said.
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LOUNGE
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TONIGHT!

$1.00
PITCHERS
50¢ Bottles
!

SINGLE WHITE
FEMALE (R) 7:15
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7th and Madison
(1 Block N. of the Square)
345-7427

NOW FEATURING CHICKEN FAJITAS

Thursday, Septelllber 17 at 7 p.m.
Grand Ballroom - $1 vvith l.D.
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AP funding
id increased
rants

Byrd's Cleaners
Located on S. 4th St.
around the
curve

.:t

Beginning Square
Dance Lessons

COLEMAN

HALL

LAWSON

H41.1.

M-F
6:30-5

Although budget problems
affecting financial aid, the
·nois Student Assistance
mission (ISAC) is continu- r
to award grants with the '
of an increase in theMon- '
y Award Program (MAP)
ing.
obert Clement, director of
lie information for ISAC,
ISAC was "very fortunate"
eceive the increase of apximately $13 million for
P funding. He added the
rease was earned through
d work."
e worked very hard to get
increase," Clement said.
went (to the Illinois Board
ucation) with a request for
a money and the General
mbly finally approved."
lement saicl despite the raise
ing, ISAG is still not able
eet the needs of many
·cants.
e would need between $40
n and $80 billion to meet
eds of all the students who
,"he said.
en after the raise in MAP
g, ISAC has only $201.9
n to aid applicants and is
ntly receiving a record
er of applications for the
d consecutive year.
s of Aug. 28 we had about
0 applications which is
pproximately 6 percent
last year," Clement said.
ortunately we can only
about 110,000 stvdents."
- iiso saitl ttiar IS7\e
o flooded with applicaduring the middle of the
er that it had to temporarispend announcing MAP
s due to a fear of running
funds.
though the MAP applicadeadline for students who
received MAP assistance
e past expired in June,
men may continue to apply
Oct. l, Clement said.
EMILY HOYNE/ Staff photograpner
added the raise in funding
robably not be permanent.
1probably face cuts in the Jenny Niemann attempts a serve while playing tennis Wednesday afterg - we just don't know noon near Lantz gym.
uch yet," Clement said.

Sat 8-12 8 rd's'
345-4546

Friday, Sept. 18
11:30 a~m. - Rathskeller
FREE Event!
Mainstage

1111

•

•

New Releases
On Sale Now!

Here Goes!

The Shamen
- Boss Drum

Queen

cital sets German poetry to music
se who opted not to attend the music department
recital Thursday night missed an evening of
poetry set to music, showcased at the Tarble
nter.
m faculty member Marilyn Joy Coles' mezzoo voice filled the audiences ears during the first
recital of the year. Singing the poetry of Rainer
Rilke, Coles' vocal performance was coupled by
ompanyist, pianist Karen Larvick Sanders.

German lyrics were translated into English for the
audiences convienence.
During the performance, Coles provided background information about Rilke and the composers
who set his verse to music.
Coles said that at first, one may naturally assume
that Rilke is a female. However, she said, one will be
surprised to find that Rilke is a male whose childhood
was spent living much like a female.
"His mother used to dress him like a girl," Coles
said, "mourning the loss of her infant daughter," she
added.

ou Don't Have
To Be
"Rolling In
The Dough"
Call 345-2844
$2.00 Off Any Large Pizza Delivered

with coupon

- Greatest Hits

Located at 4th & Lincoln

MarkyMalk&
The fUnky Bunch

(Across from Hardee's)

345-2884
OPEN

- You Gotta Believe

Kandy Travis
- Greatset Hits Vol. 1 &2

CASSETTES

10am -10 pm

$6.99

CD'S

$10. 99

•

Mother's
"QB's like you haven't had them!"
(cold, premium quality drafts)

plus: $1.50 Pitchers
$1 bottles (Bud, Bud Light,
Lite, MGD)
$1 Shooters
25¢ Jalapeno sausage
10¢ hot dogs

to

THURS
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THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

PROFESSIONAL
PACKAGES. YOU CHOOSE
DESIGN, TYPESTYLE AND
PAPER. PATTON PRINTING,
418
W.
LINCOLN,
CHARLESTON. 345-6331.
12111

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581-2812.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.

""""cA..,...S""'H~F-=-o=R--cG=-cO=-:L-::Dc---D~l,..,.A"'""'M'"""oNDS-

G UN S-TV-VC RS-MOST ANYTHING OF VALUE. ALSO GLEASON'S COMPUTER SHOP,
NEW AND USED COMPUTER
SYSTEMS, ACCESSORIES AND
SOFTWARE. BUY, SELL AND
TRADE. UPTOWN ON SQUARE,
WEST SIDE. 348-1011. PAWN
SHOP
~~--.,...,.--~,----12111
T's Expert Keys. Typing , Free
pick-up
and Clelivery
in
Charleston. Same day service
available. Call 348-0627

deadline to appear In the
next day's publlcatlon.
Any ads processed ArnR 2
p.m. will be published in
the following days newspaper. Ads cannot be can-

celed after the 2 p.m.
d~dllne.

Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
creC!it maybe Dilled.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

EXTERIOR PAINTERS-Experienced Student Painters needed
to paint Charleston area homes.
Full or Part Time . AMERICA'S
COLLEGE PAINTERS, 1 (800)
626-6267. "Painting America's
homes coast to coast."
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/17
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-fisheries. Earn $600+ /
week in canneries or $4,000+/
month on fishing boats. Free
transportation! Room & Board!
Over 8 ,000 openings. MALE or
FEMALE . For employment program call 1-206-545-4155 ext.
A5738
.,..,,.=-=--=-=---=-c--=-=-:---....,,--9/25
$252.50. Sell 50 funny, college Tshirts and make $252 .50 . No
financial obligation. A Risk Free
program. Avg. sales time : 4-6
hours. Choose from 12 designs.
For more info. call free 1-800733-3265.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/22
Wanted: Part-time experienced
farm help. 345-5509
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/17

DIRECTORY
SERVICES OmRED
TRAVEL
TRAINING/ScHOOLS
HELP WANTED
WANTED
AooPTION
RIDES/RIDERS
ROOMMATES

L

FOR RENT
FOR SALE

LOST

&..

FOUND

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The

oany

Ao

ADOPTION: Loving couple unable
to have baby wants to give infant
all advantages of a loving, financially secure home. We'll pay
expenses. Legal, confidential. Call
collect (717) 569-2944.

Female roommate needed for
Spring '93 only! Great apt. Close
to campus. Ask for Katie 3481785.
--,--------,-~9/18
Champaign commuter looking for
a place to stay M-Th nights for
Fall and possibly Spring
Semester. Rent can be negotiated. Call Kevin at 355-7938
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/18
Female roommate needed for
Spring 93. Own room . Call Lisa
345-7922.

QUIET 1-BR APT, FURNISHED.
UTILITIES PAID . FOR 1 OR 2.
CALL 345-4336 AFTER 5 PM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/25
2 Bedroom Townhouse for 2., 3 or
4 people. Available right away.
Call 345-2363
.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/18
3 Bedroom House for Rent-1919
9th St. 345-9600
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/18
Mtni storage for rent by the
month . Apartment Rentals 820
Lincoln St. phone 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111

ACROSS
1 Gasket type
6 Ore site

FORM

10 Cautionary
conjunction

Name: __________________

t4 Rice dish

Address: ______________~

15 German river
16 Olive genus

Phone: - - - - - - - -Students 0 Yes

----,-------12111
1978 Honda Hawk, CB400. $450
obo. Great condition . Call 3481105.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
For sale '85 Dodge Colt/creme
cheap transportation-Good Condition! $1200. obo 348- 7864
Christa.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
4 bedside cabinets $10.00 each.
Call Jeff at 345-3866.
-,---=--,-,,,---,----12111
1988 Ford Festiva, one-owner,
low mileage $3250. 1985 Chevrolet Celebrity, one-owner automatic, air $2750. 345-4471
--,,,----,---=-"---,--12111
84 Pontiac TransAm 15th
anniversary limited edition, I-tops,
good condition, 3,000 obo. 3475729 after 5:30
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/11
Stereo & speakers-$60 . b-ball
hoop/backboard-$30. Over-under
washer/dryer-$75. 1Oa-2p. 3454426
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/11
U2 Tickets, $50; Alpine Car CD
Player, $190; Clarion Tape Deck,
$125. Call 581-6137
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/11
CHEAP! FBl/U .S. SEIZED 89
MERCEDES, $200; 86 VW, $50;
87 MERCEDES, $100; 65 MUSTANG, $50. FREE lnformation-24
Hour Hotline. 801-379-2929
Copyright #IL 14KJC
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /24
1987 PLYMOUTH Horizon, 4DR,
5-speed , stereo, color black,
sporty beautiful interior and exterior $1950. 345-9627
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 12/11

17 Monad

0 No

18 Hefty book

0 ates to run ______________

19 A memorable
Khayyam

Ad to read:

20 He wouldn't be
without it

29 Elevating to a
bishopric
33 Make proud
34 Covers a wall
before papering
35 Negative
connective
36 Deeds ' needs :
Abbr .
37 Slate-trimming
tools
38Albacore
39 Honshu bay
40 Like some roofs
41 Ice pinnacle
42 Oph1d1ans

23 Geometric
curvature
center

44 Equestrian
school
45 Old chest for
27 Pheasant brood
valuables
46 Established
28 Kiel and Erie

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days _ _ _ _ _~Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

0 Cash

0 Check

0 Credit

Check number

-. --- -

News
Inside Edition
Cosby

Top Cops

Cheers

Street Stories

Night Court

Middle Ages

'",

Lost on Campus. Diam
Emerald and gold ring. P
contact 5368 A.S.A.P.! P
Reward.
FOUND: glasses in case in
zard bathroom . Identify to
at Student Publications
2812.

RAISE A COOL

•1000
IN JUST ONE WEEKI

PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation. No cost.
You alao get a FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
just b calling

1-800-932-0528, Ext. 6S

47 N.F.L . offeiises·vi

' 2

51 Moundsman ' s
mistake
52 Rum portions
53 Commodious
58 Zone
59 Sib of Ares
60 Attire for a pilot
61 Motorists '
oldies
62 Hindu
stableman
63 A memorable
Kefauver

14
17

28
33
36
39
42

DOWN
1 W.W . II 3gcy.
2 Tire site
3 Seine sight
4 Pinch
5 Mexican rubber
plant
6 Hades flower
7 Repute
8 Turned into an
evil spirit
9 Hermits
10 Less
constraining
11 Sailor·s saint
12 Baseball feature
13 Biblical weed

51

58
61

25 Ancient war
engine

38 Part of T.V.A.
40 School period

26 Old Baltic coins

41 Kielbasa , e.g. ·
43 Arctic jackets
44 Tue . preceder
46 Ditch
47 Ski lift
48 Taxi exaction

29 Commingles
30 Accustomed
31 Immature years

22 Singable verses

34 Proceeding by

in a new habitat
24 Carrying bag

37 Some
compounds of
element #30

so Suffix with
54 Pub.- co
pileup
55 Olympic
heaver's
56Commit

leap~

USA-26

WTW0-2

~

LOST: LARGE BROWN T
CAT WITH BLACK STRI
AND WHITE CHIN. LOST
3RD AND MONROE. IF F
CALL 348-5116.

GREEl<S & CLUBS

32 Favored

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY·NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

LOST: Keys w/green key
Last seen between Unive
Police and Lincoln Hall. If
call Stacy. 581-3064

I '

N ews

(astern
CLASSIFIED

Payment:

Single bed $100, Bar $125,
Refrigerator $150 , New Chain
Saw, $200. 348-1614.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/23
1987 Red Honda Spree, 750
miles, new battery, good condition, $500. Call Leslie 348-0607
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
Smith Corona word processing
typewriter. Wordfind, autospell,
dictionary, etc. Perfect condition!
$100. Call Emily 581-2649
----~-----9/17
Order your T-shirts for group,
club, or organization-quality and
reasonable prices. JAMAICAN
TAN 348-0357
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/21
Couch and furniture set, which
includes loveseat, 2 chairs, and
footstool. Call 345-5238, after 5
p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/21
1985 Ford/LTD 4DR, automatic,
good condition, runs greatly, only
$1180. 581-2530 after 5:30
----~~--~-9/18
1983 PLYMOUTH GRAND
FURY 4-Door, 83,000 Actual
Miles. Good Dependable TransporJation , $1650. Call Steve,
Days 581-6251, Ev.enings_, 348.:
1657.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ 9/30
10-speed women's Schwinn .
$100.00 OBO. Call Amy 3452922 after 4 pm .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/ 17

Microwave ovens for rent $59 for
9 months plus $1 O deposit. Apartment Rentals 820 Lincoln St .
ph<?ne 348-77 46.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111

Professional babysitter/nanny
needed. Weekends. Six children
1-11 yrs. Early childhood/Education majors preferred. Only serious need apply. 342-2525. Ask
for Doris Keller.

News
Ent. Tonight

News
Married ...
Delta
Room for two
Home front

News

Prime Time
Live
News

M*A*S*H

Comm.Pr

Current Affair

Johnny 8

-- - - . -- -- - - ..

SportsCenter
Pitt at
Rutgers
White Sox at

Quantum Leap
Murder She,
Wrote
Movie: Ernest
Goes to Camp

Jeffersons
Griffith
Movie:Loves
Dark Ride

L.A. Law
Movie: Killer
Instinct

tery!
Being Served?
Movie
Suspicion

Thirtysomething

Gary Shandling

··--------·-

,..

I L,,_' ~*-~'llll-~~-~~:.l.~4-a.J.t..iJ.o"'i.!!...'!

Ill. Gardener
This Old House
Talking Point

•.JA.--.--~

--- -

----

-

~

--

Simpsons
Martin
The Heights

Disney

Star Trek

Combat

WKRP
Arsenio Hall

Sports Action
Movie

.

I

.... . . _..<... - ... -·

---------

Little House

---~.

~-

THURS
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LOST: 9/11 yellow striped kitten
ith white collar. University Court
area. Please call 581-8021
9/18
•=os:=::T=--:7'W7:0:7M-:cA:--::N-::c'S;:;-:-;W-;-::A-=T:-::C-:-cHc-::,OUTIDE FINE ARTS MUSIC, ?TH
ST. SIDE, 9/11. REWARD. 5816087, 345-3124.

Roll out of bed with a cinnamon
roll from Joey' s. Twenty four
hours notice on large orders. We
deliver. 345-2466.
~~~~~-~---9/18
ORDER OF OMEGA will meet at
7 :30 tonight in the Oakland
Room. We will be voting on new
members. If you can not attend,
call Gail at 345-9635.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/17
Go Phi Sig Flag Football! We love
you girls! Love in Phi Sig, Your
Sisters
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/17
Louisa May Alcott wrote LITTLE
WOMEN-and some g'othic
thrillers. A lively lecturer will discuss them TONIGHT, 7:30, Coleman Hall 120. You're invited.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/17

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
NU PLEDGE CLASS ON THEIR
ACTIVATION INTO THE LEGION
OF HONOR! HONOR FIRSTTHE MEN OF SIGMA NU
~-~-=-~~~--~9/17
Informal Rush Pig Roast with the
men of Phi Delta Theta. Starts
6:00 p.m. in the circle of Greek
Court. All interested men welcome. For rides or info. call 581 5926 or 581-5915.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/17
Big Wheels Teams-Enter your
team at IKE's or call 348-5404.
Team Deadline Thurs. Sept. 24
~-=o-c~~~-=-~~~-9./24
TARA BURKE OF AST: l'VE
GOT THE BEST LIL' SIS AND
BABY GATOR! LOVE, KRISTINE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/17
ANNE COLBURN: I'm so excited
to have you as my kid. I'm very
proud of you! Don't forget about
Friday! Love in ALPHA GAM!
MOM-Lesley
~-~~--~~--9/17
CONGRATULATIONS ALL FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES
ON THEIR GREAT RUSH!-THE
MEN OF SIGMA NU

--~~ca8/31, 9/3,9,14,17,22
CANOE, CANOE, CANOE!!!
River Runs @ CANOE LIMITED.
For Info & Resv. call: 923-2707
(M-F, 6-9 pm)
~--------9/18
Building Your Own Fraternity
wilhe Men of Phi Delta Theta.
Informal rush-Tuesday, Sept. 15Friday, Sept. 18. For rides or
ore info . call Jason at 58115.
,,,.--,.,.--~--o---;---=o--c--9/18
arbler Yearbook Portraits will
taken Sept. 21-25 and Sept.
8-30 in Neoga Room of the
nion and Oct. 1 and 2 in
tevenson Hall basement.
ppointments can be made in
nion Lobby, Sept. 18, 21, 22.
alk-ins will be accepts.

~--=----:c,.----=--:---=-:----9/18

he Beatles, Bob Dylan, Jimi
endrix, The Rolling Stones60's Rock ... When the music mat1ered...Thursday, September 17,
7pm, Grand Ballroom. $1 student
w/ID; $3 general public.
9/17
""'Stu--,.de_n_t --=G,__o-ve_r_n_m_e-nt..,E=L...,E""'c"'TION
CO-CHAIR Applications Available
-~--------9/17
In Rm 201 Union. Due by Mon., SUSIE SHEEHEY: Your the best
Sept. 21.
grandkid ever! I can't wait to
lo=cc-::--:-::-=-::-:-c=:::--:c=-";:-:-c-9/17
PA R TY with you at BAR N
n yoUFb.Gns.; o tanfltng ses- - -OANCE!- Lov& Jn ALPHA GAMsions $23. JAMAICAN TAN, 4
Lesley
pm-9 pm. 348-0357
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/17
ANGELA HALFMAN: How was
:-:--=-----:-=c--c------:9/21
Hey Everyone! Get your team
that pond? Congrats oh your SIG
ready for BIG WHEELS race,
Pl lavaliere! I Love ya Kiddo!
aturday, September 26 at
Love Lesley
11:00 a.m. For info. or registra- ~~...,-~~~~~~~9/17
n forms call 348-5404 or 348ADAM CARPER HAVE YOU
2.
TAUGHT SOM EON E HOW TO
USE A CAN OPENER LATELY? I
:-o----,--,-.,----,.-...,--,-,,---=--9/21
LOVE YOU! JEN
Friendship, Leadership, Service,
Fun: Join Alpha Phi Omega.
~~--~-~~--9/17
Information Meeting tonight at
SIGMA RHO EPSILON meeting
a:OO in the Mattoon/Charleston
Thursday Sept. 17 in Buzzard
Room in the Union.
Room 108. Officers meet at 5:15.
, _ _ _ _ _ _ ____9/17
Members at 5:30. Be there!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/17
RUSH KAPPA DELTA RHO
TONITE AT 7:00. 509 LINCOLN
H EATH E R L EWIS-F ire up for
AV. NEXT TO IKES. FOR INFO barn dance with Dirk and Ryno.
OR RIDES CALL 348-1742 OR You're super! Love, BUCK
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 9/17
345-6881
AST DERBY DAYS V-BALL :
,,,-::=c=-=-:===-::=;:--:--;:--9/17
EE CARPENTER Happy 20th
Your sisters are proud of you!
day. Love, Krupal!
Keep up the good work!
_____ _ ......__'- '-'-'-_ 9/17 ' _ ______ _ _ _ _ _9/17

,_ -

.

Calvin and Hobl)es

-t

- l

f

1\\\5 IS W\.\i\.T I

n.IE'{ T\.\\l'll(. n\E CAtl\ERA

~T
P\.\CTOGAA~'( .
f£.OPL£ T\.\l~K
CA~ERA5 AL\'Jf>,~S
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MK~l~t. Tl-\~i RECO~OS
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ltlt. TR\J-rn .'

PHI DELTS, Good luck this week!
You guys are great, and we wish
you the best! Balcony anyone?
ASA love, Shelby & Laura
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/17
Tammy Howard: Congratulations
on getting lavaliered, Kiddo! I'm
so happy for you! Get psyched for
the Barn Dance! Alpha Garn
Love, Lorrie
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/17
AST Pledge Class: What a group!
You are great additions to our
house! We're so proud of all of
you! Love, the Actives
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/17
AST FOOTBALL ROCKS! Congrats on your 1st win Gators and
Coach Dempsey! Let's do it again
next week!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/17
LISA NARDOWEIC: Congratulations on being named to the TOP
FIVE during queen competition at
AST National Convention! Your
sisters are proud of you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/17
See your face in the 1992 Warbler Yearbook! Portraits are
being taken Sept. 21-25 and
Sept. 28-30 in the Neoga Room
of the Union and Oct. 1 and 2 in
Stevenson Hall basement.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/18
BRIDGETTE CALHOUN : Congrates on pledging the best! I'm
very proud to be your special sis!
(Tonight-IKE'S-1'11 bring the
smokes girlfriend! Alpha Garn luv,
Nikole
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/17

TIM BAUER and TIM KRUSE :
Thanks for being such great
roommates this summer! I luv my
babies!! Alpha Garn luv, Nickel
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/17
KRIS KOWALCZVK: The Best of
luck pledging Sigma , Sigma,
Sigma! Did you finally find your
furnace? I don't think it was in the
cabinets. Love, Todd
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/17
BETH SCHUNAMAN of DELTA
ZETA-Your KIDDO loves you! It's
great to see you so happy! Love,
Todd
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/17
FRANCES GREEN: Congratulations on Pledge class Prez! Keep
up the Good work. Alpha Garn
Love, Liz
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/17
To my SIG KAP sisters: A big
thank you for the beautiful roses
and all of ttie support. It was
great looking out at all of your
shining faces and made me
proud as ever to be a Sig Kap!
Love you all, Nikki
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _9/17
BOYD BRADSHAW: Thank you
for all that you've done for us!
You are a TERRIFIC SIGMA
MAN! Have a great day and
weekend! Love, THE LADIES OF
SIGMA KAPPA
_ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ 9./17
The Daily Eastern News now
accepts VISA and MasterCard for
all your classified advertising
needs. For info. call 581-2812.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___:ha-00

Catch

•

the latest in

FITNESS
'

,,

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION SYSTEMS Association will have a
meeting at 3:30 p.m. Thursday in 119 Lumpkin Hall. New members welcome!
OASIS (ORGANIZATION OF Adult Student, Informal and supportive) will
have a weekly "Lunch Bunch" at noon Thursday in the Panther Lair at
McDonald's. New members are always welcome.
HST MAJORS/MINORS will have an informational meeting at 6 p.m.
Thursday in the Library Lecture room. All HST majors/minors should attend
this meeting.
DATA PROCESSING MANAGEMENT Association will have a meeting at
6 p.m. Thursday in LH1 19. All those interested in computers are welcome
to attend!!
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP will have a large group
meeting at 7 p.m. Thursday in the Charleston/Mattoon room, University
Union. Cheryl Perry will be speaking on prayer. Newcomers always welcome.
ARMY ROTC WILL have LAB at 5 p.m. Thursday on the archery mound.
Army ROTC will be conducting field craft training at the archery mound.
Uniform is BDU's, pistol belt and soft cap.
PHI GAMMA NU Actives will have a weekly meeting at 6 p.m. Thursday in
CH229. Wear your letters today! Get ready for tonight! You may dress
casual for meeting. CHAIRS - meet at 5:45 p.m in Lumpkin Lounge!!
PHI GAMMA NU Pledges meet outside room 229 in Coleman Hall at 6:30
p.m. Thursday. You do not need to dress up! Good luck pledging! You'll do
great!!
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION will have a weekly Bible study at 7 p .m.
Thursday in the Neoga room, in the Union. The topic for this week's meeting is ''your treasure.'' NEW MEMBERS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME!
PR AGENCY WILL have an infonmational meeting at 8:30 p.m. Thursday
in the reading room of the Journalism Office. All majors welcome!! Come
see what we are all about!
HISPANIC STUDENT UNION will have an executive meeting at 6 p.m.
Thursday in the Greenup room of the Union.
HISPANIC STUDENT UNION will have a meeting at 7 p.m. Thursday in
the Greenup room in the Union. All old members please attend and anyone else who is interested is welcome.
MATH CLUB/KME will that the first meeting at 7 p.m. Thursday in Old
Main, room 215.
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF Black Journalist will the first meeting at 6
p.m. Thursday in the Daily Eastern Newsroom. Everyone is welcome,
especially all journalism, public relations and speech communications
majors.
S.C.E.C. WILL HAVE a meeting at 6 p.m Thursday in BB140. Everyone is
welcome to attend.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have an infonmational meeting at 8 p.m Thursday in the Mattoon/Charleston room, MLK Union. All actives who did not
attend last night's info. mtg. are reminded that it is mandatory to attend
tonight's info. mtg.
PHI BETA KAPPA will have the annual fall lecture at 7:30 p.m. Thursday
in Coleman Auditorium. Dr. Daniel Shea will lecture on ''The Masks of
Louisa May Alcott.''
RECREATIONAL SPORTS WILL have a manager's meetings Thursday.
The manager's meeting for co-rec wallyball is at 6 p.m. At 6:30 p.m. is the
manager's meeting for whiffleball. All meetings will be held in the Lantz
Club Room.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS WILL haY8 PllRfi pass,,illld ~Thursday.
Enter "on the spor' from 3-5:30 p.m. by the campus
DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL Educ. needs Friends for a Day Volunteers
from 8 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Saturday at Lakeland College. All volunteers to be
"Friends for a Day" are needed rain or shine as the "Family Fun Festival" is
a go, rain or shine. If you have a car or need a ride, let's car pool outside
Buzzard Auditorium at 8 a.m.

pond.

and

FASHION
this season
in the

FALL FASHION AND
FITNESS GUIDE

PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day only for
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Example:
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus clip
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Saturday or
Sunday event.) Clips submitted alter deadline WILL NOT be published.
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or contains
conflicting information will not be run.

coming September 24 !
A supplement of The Daily Eastern News

....

'

by Bill Watterson
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'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'
It's the 1 for $1 deal!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
*THE 1 FOR $1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVID·
UAL WHO WISHES TO ~ AN ITEMS OR ITEMS (MAX. OF 3
ITEMS). ALL ITEMS MUST BE PRICED .

BY DIEGO TUTWEILLER

Name: _____ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ __

Address:

Phone: - - - - - -- -

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - -

Message:

(one word per line)

Under Classification of: FOR SALE Person accepting ad _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only} _ _ _ _Compositor_ _ __

J Amount due:$

I

-.~..:.:...:....;
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MAJOR LEAGUE LEADERS
NATIONAL LEAGUE

AMERICAN LEAGUE

BATTING - Sheffield, San Diego, .335;
VanSlyke, Pittsburgh, .333; Kruk, Philadelphia,
.327; Gwynn, San Diego, .319; Butler, Los
Angeles, .317; LWalker, Montreal, .312; Grace,
Chicago, .309.

BATTING - EMartinez, Seattle, .343;
Puckett, Minnesota, .332; Mack, Minnesota,
.325; Griffey, Seattle, .323; Molitor, Milwaukee,
.323; RAlomar, Toronto, .318; Thomas,
Chicago, .314.

RUNS - Bonds, Pittsburgh, 97; Hollins,
Philadelphia, 92; Grissom, Montreal, 92;
VanSlyke, Pittsburgh, 89; Biggio, Houston, 88;
Pendleton, Atlanta, 87; Sandberg, Chicago, 84.

RUNS - Phillips, Detroit, 103; EMartinez,
Seattle, 100; RAlomar, Toronto, 95; Knoblauch,
Minnesota, 93; Thomas, Chicago, 93;
Anderson, Baltimore, 93.
·

RBI - Daulton, Philadelphia, 101; Sheffield,
San Diego, 95; Pendleton, Atlanta, 95; McGriff,
San Diego, 93; Bonds, Pittsburgh, 91; Hollins,
Philadelphia, 84; LWalker, Montreal, 84;
Murray, New York, 84.

RBI - Fielder, Detroit, 113; Carter, Toronto,
108; Thomas, Chicago, 101; Puckett,
Minnesota, 100; JuGonzalez, Texas, 99; GBell,
Chicago, 99; Devereaux, Baltimore, 97.

HITS - VanSlyke, Pittsburgh, 178;
Pendleton, Atlanta, 176; Sheffield, San Diego,
171; Grace, Ghicago, 166; Gwynn, San Diego,
165; Grissom, Montreal, 164; Sandberg,
Chicago, 161.
HOME RUNS - McGriff, San Diego, 34;
Sheffield, San Diego, 31; Bonds, Pittsburgh,
29; Daulton, Philadelphia, 26; Hollins,
Philadelphia, 24.
STOLEN BASES - Grissom, Montreal, 70;
DeShields, Montreal, 45; Butler, Los Angeles,
41; Lankford, St. Louis, 40; OSmith, St. Louis,
40; Roberts, Cincinnati, 39; Nixon, Atlanta, 38.
PITCHING (17 Decisions) - Glavine,
Atlanta, 20-6, .769, 2.81; Tewksbury, St. Louis,
16-5, .762, 2.07; KHill, Montreal, 16-8, .667,
2.72; Swindell, Cincinnati, 12-6, .667, 2.54;
Morgan, Chicago, 14-7, .667, 2.61; Leibrandt,
Atlanta, 12-6, .667, 3.54.

HITS - Puckett, Minnesota, 189; EMartinez,
Seattle, 181; Baerga, Cleveland, 178; Mack,
Minnesota, 175; Molitor, Milwaukee, 174;
Mattingly, New York, 168; Devereaux,
Baltimore, 166.
HOME RUNS - JuGonzalez, Texas, 40;
McGwire, Oakland, 38; Carter, Toronto, 32;
Fielder, Detroit, 31; Belle, Cleveland, 29;
Tettleton, Detroit, 29; Deer, Detroit, 28.

BOSTON (AP) - Roger
Qlemens and Wade Boggs
cooled their simmering feud
Wednesday, a rare bit of good
news in a frusti:ating season for
the last-place Boston Red Sox.
They held peace talks with
manager Butch Hobson less
than 24 hours after Clemens
said he had lost respect for his
teammate for influencing an
official scoring change that
increased Clemens' earned-run
average.
The change didn't help
Clemens' chances for a fourth
Cy Young Award, perhaps the
only major accomplishment
remaining for the team.
"I've got Roger's respect
back," Boggs said after the 25minute session before Boston's

gam~g~

Hours:
M-F 10:30 - 8:00;
Sat. 10:30- 6:00;
Sun. 12:00 - 5:00

nJet}6nics)
<~"
~~

1500 Madison Ave.
Charleston, IL• Ph. 348-1018

Thursday at

~,,arty's
Lunch Special:
1/3 lb. hoagy Steak w/fries $2. 49

$1.25 Bottles
$1.50 Wine Coolers
Tonite: $1 cheese fries

PITCHING (17 Decisions) - JuGuzman,
Toronto, 15-3, .833, 2.49; JaMorris, Toronto,
19-5, .792, 4.08; Mussina, Baltimore, 15-5,
.750, 2.71; McDowell, Chicago, 20-7, .741,
3.07.

tliWi~
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"That'S all I need."
- changed' me cult:> M iPrtfK?'ffce=
"When you get cards out on two runs Detroit scored in the
the table and talk about it, it's inning became earned, raising
over and · done with," Clemens Clemens' ERA from 2.24 to
said. "We'll go on to try to fin- 2.31.
Clemens ( 18-9) still leads the
ish up the season strong, look
forward to next year. It's been American League in ERA.
Kevin Appier of Kansas City is
frustrating on everybody."
Asked if two of the greatest second at 2.46.
players in club history had apolClemens said Wednesday he
ogized to each other, Hobson believed the play should have
said, "They shook hands." All l)een scored a hit, while Boggs
three said the controversy was said, "I don't see where I did
anything wrong" after being
behind them.
The play that launched it was told by Scoggins that he "didn't
a hard fifth-inning grounder by get a good look at the play."
Tony Phillips in the Detroit
Clemens became upset
Tigers' 9-5 win Saturday. It Tuesday after hearing that the
went between Boggs and third scoring change was made after
Boggs questioned the decision.
base and was ruled an error.
After talking with Boggs,

"Check Out Our Daily
Specials!,"
r-----wlitt-T"tiiscouroN------, r - -.-----wrrtii'Hiscouroii _____ _

Regular
Roast Beef

-x

-

?l"'"JqY'}

$1.09
Offer valid through 9-30-92.
Limit I per coupon.
Not valid with other coupons.
offers or promotional discounts.

L----------------------- L---------------------FREE MEDIUM
: ANY CHICKEN
DRINK
SANDWICH
(W/PUKCHASE OF Am'
SANDWIICH AT KEOULAll
$1.99
P'KICE)
r------wiTtiTHiscouroN" ______ ,

Offer valid through 9-30-92.
Limit 2 per coupon.
Not valid with other coupons.
offers or promotional discounts.

-----------------------~

TASTE THE

r------wiTtii'HiscouroN" ____ _

Offer valid through 9-30-92.
Limit 1per coupon.
Not valid with other coupons.
offers or promotional discounts.

L----------------------

ARav'sDi,ffe.r ence!

310 Lincoln Ave.• Charleston• 348-514

$2.99
Specials

KFC
Chris Keeven
Paul Talaga
John Gorham
Dennis Kamykowski
Eric Dolan
Edward Coke
Dan Lambert
Scott Doherty

·'.. r50¢ o')rEFvet )'fibAny Sandwich
-'':l'.)h

Offer valid through 9-30-92.
Limit 4 per coupon.
Not valid with other coupons.
offers or promotional discounts.

Tbe Men of Delta Chi
Proudly Present their Fall 92'
Pledge Class

Chris Patterson
Jeff Mayfield
David Kinsey
Brandon Fish
Ed Kimball
Noel Hazelwood
Andy McDonough
Eric Stanton

,,__ ~

STOLEN BASES - Lofton, Cleveland, 56;
Listach, Milwaukee, 51; Anderson, Baltimore,
51; Polonia, California, 49; RHenderson,
Oakland, 45; Raines, Chicago, 44; RAlomar,
Toronto, 42.

Clemens, Boggs settle problem
I

PETS & SUPPLIES
Reptiles • Birds • Small Animals • Salt & Fresh Water Fish

• 2 pc. dinner w/ medium drink
• Small popcorn chicken, order of
fries and a medium drink
• Colonel's chicken sandwich, order of
fries and a medium drink
All day

Everyday

__ _. _ _
..- . . _.. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,______

,,,__~--~

~ --
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U's Rose,
ebber
eligible

2nd Annual

BIG WHEELS

N ARBOR, Mich. (AP) Michigan basketball play- including sophomore stand1ts Jalen Rose and Chris
bber - have been declared
ligible until the NCAA
ides whether they violated
es by being paid for some
·ances.
.ose, Webber and senior Eric
:y were declared ineligible for
indefinite period of time, said
y Bates, the university's facrepresentative to the NCAA.
The declaration was included
a report Michigan submitted to
NCAA late last week. The
1ort answers questions that
'se when the three were paid
each to appear at a charity
:etball tournament last month.
The report, which Bates said
routine, also addresses ques1ns about the appearance of
·ee other players at summer
:mps. The report asks the
:AA to immediately restore the
1yers' eligibility.
"This is a routine posture to
.e when reporting such incints," Bates said. "But we
t it to be dealt with in short
ler. It should not become an
ue as far as games are con-

Everyone Welcome
September 26th at 11 :00 a.m.
·
October 3rd
On 7th St. In Front of My Place Lounge
Lost Luggage

WHEN:
RAINDATE:
WHERE:
MUSIC BY:

Food•Prizes•Drinks Available
The Race is a Head-to-head competitions starting at the top of 7th Street & Finishing at
My Place Lounge - Teams consist of 4 Members, $20 Registration Fee per Team.

All Proceeds ~onated To. City of Charleston Park
and Recreation Department
L..

•

• · •. , •

·

Registration Forms Available at IKES, For More info Call
348-8222 or 348-5404

EVENT SPONSORED BY: DELTA TAU DELTA

NOBODY

The NCAA could restore the
·ers' eligibility, suspend them
some games, or levy other
:tions against the basketball
. It also could choose to
luct its own investigation. _
anet Justus, the NCAA's
ctor of eligibility, said
~ expects
·-- ..a dec1. · / ''
1esday •she
to be made in two to four

KNOWS
LIKE
..

',

:ose, Webber and Riley all
·ed key roles in the
1erines' trip to the national
"1onship game last spring.

DOMINO~S 1 ·;J·J
How You Like Pizza At Home.

s sweep
ins, run

,eak to 9

5

1

14, Phillies 9

CAGO (AP) - Andre

went 4-for-5, including
run homer and an RBI
in Chicago's eight-run
h inning that lifted the
a 14-9 victory over the
elphia Phillies on
:sday.
eight-run inning was the
It for the Cubs since they
10 against Montreal on
l, 1990.

·'i~J}l

-

1,T~:-'OH

'Jhi·V/

1~1J,1

,,-,Of~Ui,

f'.fJ'lfH')/

fJJ1S

-

I

.KLAND, Calif. (AP) Sierra's two-run single
fifth inning broke a tie
sdiy'.i"and. Oilclanu, 'iV~t •
a 4-2 decision ov~er
1esota, the A's ninth ...
ht victory and a threesweep of the Twins.
:lamming the door on the
playoff hopes, the
:tics stretched their AL
:ad to nine games and cut
1agic number to eight.
rra and the other two
acquired from Texas on
1 each confributed to the
·y. Bobby Witt (10-13)
e winning pitcher and
ssell retired four batters
30th save and second
land.

'l I ' Ir, 1 1r·n ··

'

EI U Charleston

G
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2 FREE PEPSIS
I

with:

LARGE PIZZA

MEDIUM PIZZA
.Cheese & Regular Crust

with Cheese &
3 FREE PEPSIS

.- 4?us~
OR
with Cheese

5?u~x

•
•

.I
.. .

.

-

422x

6?us?x

MEDIUM PAN PIZZA

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I •

:TERRIFIC TUESDAYS!
Dinner for THREE!

•

II
I
I

•

I
I

.

I

:.

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA
with 32oz. of PEPSI

.

.

!

I ...

•
.

•TUESDAYSONLY.. . •

L----------------•-----------------L---------------.J

STUDENT SURVIVAL KIT (OFFER MAY EXPIRE WITHOUT NOTICE) ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS AVAILABLE
::~~~TI:°"!:~s-GNb¥..-NGHdMR"-O~~~~~~_lllD~~~--2E~i!-.:!!'.!"..~T~lQ!ig_QJJ89~::WHEl>LOBDEB~lfi
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The Dally Eastern News
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~ou Know, it! )o ridiculouf. If .I dori+ calf rny
parent) every funday at exact~ s. o'clock,
the~ thihk I was kidl'la~ped by ahenf. or
~omething. An'{ way, orie Sunday me arid
Mark, we decide to take-off and checkout
+he ci'/y. fo ...,.,e·re hat'lgin3. out and I look. a+
rY\Y watch. 5 o Cloe/(. Alright~ )o rny call1h9
card ahd r head dow" +o +he local poof hall.
(Which I happen to know has apayphorie)
And I te II the folks the Martians Sehd

' ,

--their bert. '
'·

.I

'. ._, o matter where you happen to be, the
· AT&T Calling Card can take you home.
~
It's also the least expensive way to
call state-to-state on AT&T, when you can't dial
direct. With the new AT&T Call and Save Plan,
you'll get special discounts on AT&T Calling Card calls:"
And once you have your card, you'll never need to apply

·for another.
If you get your Calling Card now, your first
call will be free:"* And you'll become a member of
+m::~iii'i•':<·:·i· AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products
and services that saves students time and money.
All of which makes the AT&T Calling Card out of
this world.

To get an A11J Calling Card for off-campus calling, call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 850.
'f~

199! .\TIT

•fltndi,. FCC ~'SJ f'W.'lt'C11l llhcM RIJO r•unbt'r ri.- dtu.ils

t&ti~ fi/K/9~

••~iu11 rrcei~me

S3 ATU LO. <:mi6caaetqW\'llent IO l.? mu'Ulescicardc .. direct-diall'd C'ftil-to-cmst. niflttandM.°tt..'Odcalh~hn<d m

\cJU c11.11d ,,_..nu'\~,,, i."11t'r m111Uk'!> dl.-pmiinx ~., '1fw..'ft' :_If "'iK-n ~JU all Oftrr hmnt-d to mr H!'ftlhau• per studrtt.
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ulls-Heat exhibition to aid
hurricane relief efforts
I (AP) - The Chicago Bulls will play the
· Heat in an exhibition game on Oct. 19 to
money for the rebuilding of hurricane-devasSouth Florida.
eeds from the benefit game, which the teams
ill raise $500,000, will go to the coalition We
ebuild, Heat managing partner Lewis Schaffel
ednesday.
·
ving this game is the best and most immediate
e know to help those who were affected by
ic storm," Schaffel said.
'sis something we feel good about. ... This is
ing we believe we must do." Schaffel said
ea to help victims of Hurricane Andrew

BELL'S FLOWER CORNER

* From page 16
gainst Murray State?
certainly won't be satisntil we are back on the
g track," Wittke said.
als are team oriented. He
to win (Gateway) conferd go on to the national
s. Those things are more
nt than individual goals
'sties."
rne 's stats through two
this year are a bit less
is two-year career averaveraged more than 174
passing per game in his
an and sophomore year,
erages 15 2 yards per
is year.
, last season he had 21
own pa~ses in 11 games,
y has one this year.
all, one key to Thorne 's
s throughout his career
pecially this year has

$14.95 WRAPPED
$ 19.95 VASED

.

stemmed from an offer of help from the Bulls'
Michael Jordan.
Schaffel said Jordan had approached Heat partner
Billy Cunningham at a North Carolina golf outing
days after the storm struck and asked, "What can I
do?" The league and the NBA Players Association
had to approve the game at the Miami Arena since
the Bulls already had the maximum eight exhibition
games allowed, Schaffel said.
"The Heat, the Bulls and the players' association
were very much aware that by simply playing one
extra game, they could do a world of good," NBA
commissioner David Stem said in a statement.

DOZEN SWEETHEART ROSES
$ 13.95 VASED
1335 MONROE
345·3919

sf

TED'S

sf

TONIGHT-SLIDE SHOW

nics seeking deal for Olajuwon?
ITLE (AP) - The Seattle Supersonics may
'ng to make a trade for disgruntled Houston
center Hakeem Olajuwon.
~uwon, a six-time All-Star who feuded with
on management last season, has said he
't want to play for the Rockets this year.
NBA training camps just three weeks away,
president Bob Whitsitt is attending a general
rs meeting in Chicago this week.
an 't talk about another team's player,"

~

DOZEN RED ROSES

5
¢
.
2

SPECIAL EXPORT NITE

Whitsitt told the Morning News Tribune of Tacoma
in a story published Wednesday.
"But I will say we're looking into the possibilities
of a 2~for-l or 3-for-2 deal. We've got a lot of marketable players on our team, and if we can combine
some players for an impact player, then we'll do it."
The Tacoma newspaper said the Rockets want forward Derrick McKey and guard Nate McMillan,
and would need a center to replace Olajuwon.
Benoit Benjamin could fit that description.

Special Export Light
Old Style-Popcorn
Mil Best-Hot Dogs ·

$1.00 MIXERS-D.J. STEVE HOPE
WHY PAY $2 COVER SOMEWHERE ELSE?

NO COVER

Roy Wittke

been the targets he has been
throwing to. Wittke said the
variety of quality receiv ers
gives Thorne different options
to work with.
"We felt good going into the

season about the outside,"
Wittke said. "We feel we are little bit more deeper and faster.
With Billy Korosec coming out
of the backfield and catching
the football that does so many
things for his passing game."
Senior Mike Rummell and
Korosec are the leading
receivers on the team. Rummell
is averaging 64 yards receiving
per game and Korosec, a tail~
back, is aver·aging' 3·r_5 yitfds
per game.
Another difference that led to
improved play, Wittke said, is
that he knows what his capabilties are.
"I think that is one thing that
led to his improved play last
weekend, " Wittke said. "We
tried to talk him about not doing
too much, to play within his
abilities and if he does, postive
things will happen."

615 Monroe ·North Side Square • 348-8223
11 a.m. to 10 p.m. • 7 Days a Week • Carry-out Available
Jim East, Owner
DINNER

APPETIZERS
\

.

SOUPS
M~de Jorn scratdi'in o

r '

1

Shrimp, Chicken Breast,
Italian made from scratch,
Spaghetti, &. Lasagna

own kitchen

SANDWICHES

DESSERTS

Variety of cold, hot.
grilled or toasted
Gourmet hamburgers

Ask what special desserts
are being offered.

SIDE DISHES

DRINKS

SALADS

Ask about our flavored coffees
Beer&. Wine available.

BREAKFAST
Served all day &. night

Custom made omelettes

WEU SOON BE OFIERING
DAILY LUNCH&.. DINNER
SPECIALS

NOT All PIZZAS
ARE CREATED EQUAL!
Not All Large Pizzas are 16" ... Like Ours.
Not All Medium Pizzas are 1411 ••• Like Ours.
Not All Small Pizzas are 12" ... Like Ours.

THURSDAY

EAK NIGHT
80z. Choice
arbroiled Sirloin,
emade Fries, Slaw

$6.95

c>flf·oRAFT
DAY

Imports Drafts

51.50
atney's Red Barrell
uinness, Harp and
uble Diamond Ale

Kitchen Hours
11 a.m-9p.m.

I
I

--------------------------------(

SMALL (12") )

:

(

MEDIUM (14") )

:

(

LARGE (16") )

: THIN CRUST : THIN CRUST .: THIN CRUST
I CHEESE PIZZA : CHEESE PIZZA : CHEESE PIZZA
I

S3.99:-! S4.99~· ! SS.99::·

I
I
I
I Each additional topping 60¢ II Each additional topping 91 ¢ II
I
I
I
I
Charleston
I
Charleston
Charleston
I
I 909 18th
Street
909 18th Street
I 909 18th Street
I
I
1 348-7515
I 348-7515
I 348-7515
I
I
I
Good thru 9/27/92.
I
Good thru 9/27/92.
I
Good thru 9/27/92.
I
Please present coupon when paying. I Please present coupon when paying. 1 Please present coupon when paying .
I
I
·Carry-Out or Delivery!
I
I

--

--

---

MSU's Mahoney:
QB Thorne one
of best we'll face
The Murray State football team
won only three games last season,
and one of those wins was a 2827 victory over Eastern.
But that win was controversial.
The Panthers had the go-ahead
two-point conversion taken away
in the final seconds on an offensive pass interference call.
"We won the game 28-27 and
that's the way we look at it," said
sixth-year Murray State coach
Mike Mahoney.
And this year, Murray State is
looking to defeat the Panthers for
the third straight year when it visits O'Brien Stadium for a 6:30
p.m. Saturday contest against
Eastern.
Offensively, the Racers, who
are 1-1 on the young season, are
looking for their passing game to
pick up as their running attack
has already been established.
The Ohio Valley Conference
member is averaging more than

only 79 yards passing in losing a
27-21 contest to Southeast
Missouri State, while blowing out
Missouri-Rolla 36-0.
"We are a running team,"
Mahoney said. "But we need to
improve our passing attacR. We
need to throw the ball more,
improve our completion percentage and cut down interceptions
and that will improve the running
game."
The main canon for the Racers
is Timmy Bland. He is averaging
114 yards rushing per game and
has raced into the end zone three
times.
"I think we put pressure on the
opposing team's defense with the
number of different formations
we use and the motion we use,"
Mahoney said. "It forces the
defense to defend the whole
field."
The Racer defense is something to be concerned about. It
has eight seniors, two juniors and
one freshman in the starting lineup. But Mahoney is quick to point

~~3 ~~re~ rn~mn~ B~r ~~m~·
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By KEITH FARROLL
Associate sports editor

sm

Golfers
finish 3rd
in tourney
By JASON SWOPE
Staff writer

jl.

The Eastern golf team
improved over last week's performance by taking third place
in the nine-team University of
Southern Indiana Invitational.
The Panthers shot 311, which
was four strokes off the winning
pace of Evansville's purple
squad.
Eastern was led by Jamie
Reed's 74 and also got a strong
showing from John Armstrong,
who carded a 76.
"Reed and Armstron'g are the
most valuable players right
now, as far as consistency,"
Panther head coach Paul
Lueken said.
Other Panthers scores included Brian Holmes, who shot a
79, Craig Cassata, 82 and Brad
Schwartzwalder (82).
"We are improving at every
tournament," said Lueken. "I ·
am happy we are progressing."
The University of Southern
Indiana finished one stroke off
the pace in second at 308.
Individual medalist honors
went to Brian Zoeller from
Bellamarine College. He shot
71. Finishing a shot off the pace
was was Sean Brenner from
Northern Kentucky.
The Panthers next tournament will be at the Indianapolis
Invitational on Sept. 22.

HW

P&~t~fIJ 's d1tf1tni;e giy~i;

KEVIN KILHOFFER/Staff phot
Freshman running back Mike McNary looks for a hole as Shavez Hawkins (5) tries to fight off ab
O'Brien practice field. Eastern takes on Murray State at 6:30 p.m. Saturday in its home opener.

him more of a scare.
"Our defense has played well
for the last six quarters and we
need to continue that," Mahoney
said. "I'm sure they will throw
something in that we haven't
seen. I think they are very aggressive about defense as they always
are."
But the main person Mahoney
is concerned with is Panther quarterback Jeff Thorne 'and the
offense he is involved with.
"leff PllS P,liwed rwo OUfstimq-

ing games against us," Mahoney
said. "He is one of the better
quarterbacks that we will face. He
releases the ball very quickly and
is very elusive when he starts
scrambling.
"He makes good decision
where he throws the ball. I wish
he'd turn pro after this season."
Last season against Murray
State, Thome completed 22 of 27
passes for 204 yards and connected on four touchdown passes.
Manopey ;+dffeP, thflt Thqpw

cannot be stopped even if
defense was playing up to
"If our pass defense w
ing well, Jeff Thome wo
be a concern," said Ma
"They throw the ball to a
different people. If thei
receivers are covered th
will dump the ball off
backs.
"They do so many thi
their attack that it causes
stay up a little later at ni
to figure 8U.t ~ W'lY tp StQB

Spikers begin league slate Thorne

gets ba
on trac

By JOHN FERAK
Staff writer

The Lady Panthers finally open their MidCon tinen t Conference volleyball schedule
Thursday competing against the Wright State
Raiders of Dayton, Ohio.
Wright State comes into the contest with a 4-5
non-conference record. The Raiders are coming
off an impressive week in which they went 3-2,
winning matches over Chicago State, Central
Florida and Marshall.
Wright State returns only four players from last
year's 22-17 squad under first-year coach Steve
Opperman. Leading returnees include three-time
letter winners Joani Kirby and Joylynn Mosier.
Kirby will be expected to provide the Raiders
with a strong setting game. Mosier 's duties
include putting the ball to the floor and picking
up the kills.
Opperman's club will be filled with a handful
of new recruits. Middle-hitters Laura Parker and
Kristen Broscheid, along with setters Jenny
Beaudet and Britt Poderys hope to ease to step in
and challenge for court time with the graduation
of four seniors.
"The newcomers have blended in nicely with
the returning crop," Opperman said,"especially
middle-hitter Laura Parker, she's done a tremendous job for us in the middle."
Opperman said his team will have no problem
getting psyched up for Thursday's action.
"We'll be ready to go. We won't need much to
get us excited," Opperman said. "This is the conference opener so this will be an important game
to see where we stand."
Defense and serving, both integral ingredients
to a successful volleyball recipe are areas
Opperman says his team is strong in.
"We've done real well playing a strong defense
and being able to make successful serves,"
Opperman said. "I'd like to see us play smarter in
terms of hitting our shots, but overall, I've been
satisfied with the performances."
For the Raiders to em.e rge from Thursday's
contest victorious, Opperman believes several
factors must fall in place for Wright State.
"We have to control Susie Green. I hear she's a

By KEITH FARROLL
Associate sports editor

MID
CONTINENT
C 0 N F E R E N C E
real good hitter," Opperman said. "The other person we'll be keying on is Kim Traub, the middlehitter. Other than that, I don't know what else to
expect from Eastern since this will be our firstever match with them."
Opperman also has some goals he'd like to see
achieved by his own squad.
"We have to perform consistently throughout
each game," Opperman said. "Too many times
this season we've gotten ahead of our opponent
and we let them back in the game because our
concentration wasn't there. We have to keep a
good focus on what we're out there (on the court)
to accomplish."
Lady Panther coach Betty Ralston said she
would like to see her team win all three of its
conference road matches this week. Eastern also
has Cleveland State and Youngstown State before
returning home.
"That (3-0) would be a great start for us,"
Ralston said. "Since we have to open up at home
next week with two of the top teams in conference, winning all three of these matches is very
important."
Ralston is hoping to see others step up to the
challenge and help out Traub and Green offensively.
"Kaaryn played extremely well for us against
Maryland, so I'm expecting big things from her,"
Ralston said. We also will need either Beth Foster
or Shelly Stuckwisch to step up offensively and
put the ball to the floor."

Going into the 1992
junior All-American c
Jeff Thorne felt the pre
perform as he was ente
third as the Panthers s
quarterback.
"All the pressure that
Jeff Thorne is put on
Thorne himself," said o
coordinator Roy Wittke.
self-motivated young
has tremendously high e
tions of himself and I th'
is some self-imposed pre
That pressure may ha
to the Wheaton Centr
product when he endured
time in the opening-se
over Austin Peay as he c
7 of 21 passes for 51 y
that game he snapped an 1
streak of throwing· a p
touchdown.
Thome, however, see
bounce back in Eastern'
loss to Marshall, compl
of 39 passes for 251 yardS
ing one touchdown pass.
performance, he was
offensive player of th
Thorne broke the 3,000
yard plateau in the ga
Marshall.
He is also sneaking u
No. 5 all-time leading
Eastern history, Steve
needs 433 passing yards
into fifth place.
But is Thome happy
· self going into the Sat

